alcalalí

Breathe and enjoy. You are in
Alcalalí, between the sea and
Coll de Rates, Cavall Verd
and Seguili ranges.
Feel the quietness in a village
in which hours are displayed by
the work in the fields, change
of seasons and sunlight. Daily
chores are decided by olive
trees, vineyards, orange trees,
almond trees...

Lunch is a compulsory break
within chores, even nicer
when in good company at a
restaurant. A varied pickles
plate and a vermouth cannot be
missed.
Alcalalí is the place where to
leave your concerns and enjoy
the hours passing between a
bell ring and the next one while
you feel in heaven.

hiking

Going out to buy the daily paper
or some bread and saying hello
to elders and youngsters, as
people here greet, wether you’re
a local or not.
Walking across the streets
sensing past centuries remains,
Moorish, pirates, noble and
vassal heritage.

Hence, sooner or later,
you’ll surrender to its natural
environment and if you are
passionate about active
tourism, Alcalalí offers you more
than you can imagine.

Do you enjoy walking?
We’ve got seven paths
with different character and
degrees. You can please
download brochures at
www.alcalaliturismo.com

running

alcalalí-coll de rates
Recommended local marked
route, with a low-medium
difficulty, this path running
between Alcalalí and its
neighbour Parcent. The circular
path is 10,5 kms long, a 395 mts
gradient and an estimated walk
of 3 hours 20 minutes.
peña talai
A circular route with 12,7 kms
and low degree leading to

Marina’s interior and showing
its most defining landscapes.
Terraced hills, dry stone
walls, Arabic reminiscences,
autochthonous farming and
breathtaking natural landscapes.
cresta del ferrer
A circular path with high
difficulty. Recommended to
hikers used to irregular tracks,
it offers impressive views to
the two Marinas, Baja and Alta.

ways of stone and water
Linear route going along Gorgos
riverbed, connecting Vall de
Pop townships. This path will
get you closer to the hydraulic
and farming architecture:
wells, Arabic cisterns, ponds,
irrigation canals, waterwheels
and flour mills.

alcalalí flowering
Especially designed to be
done in February, when
almond trees are blossoming.
It’s a unique visual show.
Indispensable your photo
camera, in particular if you
fancy joining our Photography
Contest “Alcalalí en flor”.

You can start this route at
Mirador del Terrer, rather
looking at Parcent or to Jalón.

We’ve got two routes, a
low difficulty degree one of
3,84  kms and a circular one of
6,86  kms. If you’d like to end

up with a good impression, we
recommend you to ask in our
bars and restaurants wether
they have prepared a tapa or
special almond based menu.
They use to do so during these
dates.
ruta de los miradores
(viewpoints route)
A urban tour combining the
township finest views, like the
Mirador de la Vall de Pop on
top of the Medieval Tower,

the Mirador del Ravalet, the
Mirador del Terrer and the
Mirador de Cocó Garbell.
route across the town centre
A tour along the main
public heritage resources,
as the Medieval Tower, the
neoclassical church and
the Ethnological Museum,
dedicated to raisin, wine and
olive oil. It starts at Plaza del
Ayuntamiento and ends at
Mirador del Ravalet.

Running lovers and
professionals have got an
unmissable event with our
hiking routes. Our valley is
an ideal place to practise this
sport because of its various
tracks and rural paths.
Alcalalí ranges are well known
by their steep, rough land
contours, making easier all
kinds of training.

Sports events in Alcalalí are a
good excuse to getting to know
the area and enjoying a nice
weekend.

mountain biking
and road cycling

climbing
Keep breathing the
pure air while you
enjoy Alcalalí from
a bird’s-eye view.
Please download
our information
brochure from www.
alcalaliturismo.com.
Alcalalí has got a
climbing school
formed by 30
climbing routes with
an estimated height
of 50 mts. You’ll need
around 70 mts of
climbing rope and
also you can chose
different degrees of
difficulty from low to
medium.

alcalalí

On the left handside
you’ll find rock tracks
and vertical polished
rock walls. The stone
at the centre and the
one at the right are
more adherent and
sharp, but have got
nice holes and loams
or tufas.

We’ve got three routes starting
from Alcalalí, marked on the
ground according to their
degree. Most of them go across
secondary roads, they are
paved but infrequently used by
cars, surrounded by dry stone
terraces destined to almond
trees or vineyards farming.

In addition, Alcalalí is a member
of Vall de Pop BTT Centre,
placed in Parcent. You’ll be
able to try up to nine routes
across Serrella, Aixortà, Bérnia,
Carrascar or Cavall Verd
ranges. A total of 260 kms of
mountains and sea.
Regarding road cycling, it’s
usual seeing in Alcalalí cycling
teams training for competitions.
Our climate and orography are
key factors to chose this area.

After the training is finished
it’s common to see cyclists
recharging their batteries in
our bars and restaurants with a
nice lunch.

Active Tourism
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Ayuntamiento de Alcalalí
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www.alcalaliturismo.com

www.alcalaliturismo.com

If you are into biking, you’ve
come to the right place. You can
please download all our routes
at www.alcalaliturismo.com

The wall is South
oriented, which
makes it ideal to
climb in winter.

ENGLISH

